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Abstract  

 
        This paper deals with the control problem of a wind 

turbine model working in the nominal zone. This process is 

a nonlinear system whose dynamics vary strongly 

depending on the operation point. In the nominal region, 

the wind turbine speed is controlled by means of the pitch 

angle to generate the nominal power. The wind 

fluctuations and its non-uniform special profile act as 

disturbances on the power generation and the tower 

deflections. These oscillations must be reduced to improve 

the wind turbine lifetime.  

        In this work, an adaptive control structure operating 

on the pitch variable is proposed. It is composed of a gain-

scheduling PI control, an adaptive feedforward 

compensation of the wind speed and an adaptive gain 

compensation for the tower damping. The tuning of the 

controller parameters is formulated as an optimization 

problem that minimizes the tower fore-aft displacements 

and the deviation of the wind turbine speed from its 

nominal value. It is resolved using genetic algorithms for 

different linear models that are obtained from the 

nonlinear model. 

        The proposed controller is compared with a classical 

baseline PI (Proportional-integral) controller and the 

simulation results show a significant improvement of the 

system performance when the proposed strategy is applied. 
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1. Introduction 

 
Due to global warming, there is currently a great interest 

in renewable energy, and in this context, wind energy has 

a leading role being one of the sources that has 

experienced the greatest growth in recent decades [1].  

 

Taking into account that about 30% of greenhouse gas 

emissions are due to electricity generation, wind energy 

has had a great impulse as one of the main sources of 

renewable energy in order to reduce such emissions [2]. In 

fact, in the first decade of the millennium it maintained an 

average annual growth of 20% in the EU, 25% in the US 

and 50% in China [3]. In 2018, with a net capacity of 

189 GW installed, it represents the second form of 

generating renewable energy in Europe [4]. 

 

It is necessary to reduce the costs of the total life cycle of 

the wind turbine, so that this energy source remains 

competitive against other alternative sources. This means 

reducing the initial investment, operation and 

maintenance costs [5]. These can be reduced by 

appropriate control strategies in combination with 

methods for monitoring the system health state [6].  

 

A. Operation regions 

 

Nowadays, horizontal axis variable speed and variable 

blade pitch (VS-VP) wind turbines with three blades are 

the most extended ones because they allow obtaining 

optimum power generation at different wind speeds [7]. 

VS-VP wind turbines can work in several operational 

modes or regions depending on the wind speed: cut-in 

(I); partial load (II); transition (III); full load (IV); and 

cut-out (V), as it is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the ideal 

power curve of wind turbine is shown: 

 
Fig.1. Operation regions of a wind turbine [3]. 

 

At the partial load region (region II), the wind turbine 

operates below the rated wind speed, trying to produce 

the maximum power. In this area, MPPT (Maximum 

Power Point Tracking) algorithms are used to obtain 

tracking set-points for output variables [8]. In this 

region, controllers act on the generator torque keeping 

the pitch angle constant in an optimum fixed value. In the 

region IV, full load region, the wind turbine has achieved 
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the rated electric power and the controller must limit and 

smooth this power. In this case, the generator torque is 

kept constant and the pitch angle starts to operate to avoid 

the wind turbine overloading [9]. In the region III, a 

smooth transition between the previous two regions is 

carried out. 

 

B. Structural loads 

 

As wind turbines grow in size and power, the adverse 

effects of structural loads become more and more 

pronounced, especially those induced by aerodynamic and 

gravitational forces. Not mitigated structural loads can 

cause undesirable performance or even lead to early 

failure of the whole wind turbine system. Therefore, it is 

imperative to know how structural loads interact and 

influence in wind turbine power generation and how they 

affect its life time.  

 

The most common phenomena that can cause different 

types of structural loads are the different deflection modes 

in the tower and rotor blades, or vibrations in the turbine 

drive train [10].  

 

The tower structure mainly shows two vibration modes: 

fore-aft and side-to-side. The fore-aft movement is the 

tower rocking from back to front. There is a wide variety 

of works dealing with the mitigation of this mode [11], 

[12], [13].   

 

Some commercial controllers use pitch control to actively 

damp the tower fore-aft (f-a) motion when the wind turbine 

is operating at region IV. They usually add another control 

loop to the basic turbine speed PID controller and it is 

called Active Tower Damping Control (ATDC) [14]. For 

this control, the tower f-a acceleration is measured, 

integrated and multiplied by a gain. Then, this increment 

of pitch control is added to the baseline PI pitch control 

signal [15].  

 

The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, some 

aspects of the wind turbine model are commented and a 

linearized model is presented for performing the control 

design. The proposed methodology of adaptive control 

structure is discussed in section 3.  Section 4 shows a 

comparative analysis between the designed controller and 

a baseline controller. Finally, the conclusions are 

summarized in Section 5. 

 

2. Wind turbine model 
 

In this work, a wind turbine model is simulated using the 

Matlab/Simulink software with the assistance of FAST 

software (Fatigue, Aerodynamics, Structures and 

Turbulence) [16], [17].  The 5-MW NREL turbine used in 

this work has frequently been reported in the literature 

[17], which is based on the REpower 5 MW commercial 

model [18].  The 5-MW NREL turbine model has been 

implemented by using software FAST version 8 

(v8.16.00a-bjj). Control loops and controllers are 

implemented in Matlab/Simulink. 

 

 

A. Linear models of the process 

 

The proposed design is based on linear models. Due to 

the nonlinearity of the system, their approximated linear 

models vary considerably depending on the operational 

point. In this work, an average linear model is obtained 

from the approximated linear models calculated at the 

seven operation conditions considered according to the 

disturbance value 𝒗𝒘 (12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24) m/s 

within the nominal region (𝝎𝒈 =1173.7 rpm). The linear 

models are computed using the Matlab Identification 

Toolbox. 

 

The structure of the continuous model is given by 

equation (1), where 𝑮𝝎𝒈(s) is the transfer function 

relating the angular velocity at high speed shaft (𝛚𝐠 ) to 

pitch angle (β), 𝑮𝒅𝝎𝒈(s) is the transfer function relating 

the controlled variable 𝛚𝐠  to the wind disturbance 

variable (𝒗𝒘), 𝑮𝒙𝒕
(s) is the transfer function of the tower 

fore-aft displacement (𝐱𝐭) from the pitch (β) and 𝑮𝒅𝐱𝐭
(s) 

is the transfer function relating the controlled variable 𝐱𝐭 

to the wind disturbance variable (𝒗𝒘). 

 

𝐺𝜔𝑔(𝑠) =
𝐾1

(𝑠 + 𝑝1)
 

𝐺𝑑𝜔𝑔(𝑠) =
𝐾2

(𝑠 + 𝑝2)
 

𝐺𝐱𝐭
(𝑠) =

𝐾3(𝑠 + 𝑧3)

(𝑠 + 𝑝31)(𝑠 + 𝑝32𝑎−
+𝑝32𝑏𝑗)

 

𝐺𝑑𝐱𝐭
(𝑠) =

𝐾4(𝑠 + 𝑧4)

(𝑠 + 𝑝41)(𝑠 + 𝑝42𝑎−
+𝑝42𝑏𝑗)

 

(1) 

 

Although the model parameters of the different operation 

points are not shown, the obtained open loop dynamics of 

these models are all stable. 

 

3. Control methodology 

 

The control strategy proposed in this work combines two 

control loops: one loop to maintain the wind turbine 

speed at its nominal value and other loop to reduce the 

 f-a tower displacements. The control scheme is depicted 

in Fig. 2.  There is a gain-scheduling I-P controller 

regulating the turbine speed by actuating on the pitch 

angle. This loop also contains an adaptive feedforward 

compensation of the wind speed as a disturbance, that 

must be added to pitch control signal.  

 

In addition, there is an adaptive proportional controller 

to mitigate the tower f-a oscillation that generates an 

extra pitch control component proportional to the tower 

fore-aft velocity 𝒙�̇� . This is also added to the pitch 

control signal. 
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Fig.2. Pitch control system scheme 

 

A. Gain scheduling PI control 

 

Gain scheduling control consists in pre-setting a 

controller for various operating points, and subsequently, 

updating its parameters based on these designs and 

according to the operating point where the plant is 

working. There are different gain scheduling schemes in 

the literature. One of them is equivalent to several PI 

controllers working in parallel where only the output of 

one of them is chosen depending on the operating 

conditions. For instance, a very simple scheme of gain 

scheduling PI control is shown in Fig.3, where there are 

solely three previously designed controllers running in 

parallel and where the most appropriate one is selected 

based on the disturbance d. The other two not selected 

controllers are configured in integral tracking mode. 

Using a similar scheme in this work, an adaptive PI 

control is designed. It is composed of seven PI controllers 

tuned for the seven linear models obtained in the previous 

section. The value of the wind speed determines the PI 

controller that must be selected. 

 
Fig.3. Adaptive PID Scheme 

 

In order to assure a bumpless transfer between controllers 

without sudden changes in the control signal, all the PI 

controllers work in integral tracking mode updating their 

integral action so that the output of the unselected 

controllers matches with that of the active controller. It is 

similar to the mechanism used to achieve anti-windup and 

bumpless transfer between automatic/manual modes in 

PID controllers [19]. 

 

B. Control I-P 

 

In this work the PI control is implemented with an I-P 

structure to avoid large control signals due to sudden 

set-point changes. The non-interactive I-P controller is 

composed by the following structure: 

 

𝑢(𝑠) = 𝐾𝑝 (−𝑦(𝑠) + 
𝑟(𝑠) − 𝑦(𝑠)

𝑇𝑖𝑠
) (2) 

where u(s) is the control signal, r(s) is the reference, y(s) 

is the controlled signal, Kp is the proportional gain and 

Ti is the integral time constant. This continuous control 

law is discretized using the Tustin approximation. The 

proportional P(k) and integral I(k) actions of this 

implementation in the k-th iteration are detailed below: 

 

𝑃(𝑘) = 𝐾𝑝(−𝑦(𝑠)) 

𝐼(𝑘) = 𝐼(𝑘 − 1) + 𝐾𝑝𝑖  (𝑒(𝑘) + 𝑒(𝑘 − 1)) 
(3) 

 

The constant Kpi is given by: 

 

𝐾𝑝𝑖 = 𝐾𝑝

ℎ

2 ∙ 𝑇𝑖

 (4) 

where h is the sample time. The control signal is the sum 

of these two actions and, additionally, a feedforward 

action FF(k) and a fore-aft action FA(k). Therefore, the 

control signal is given by u(k)=P(k)+I(k)+FF(k)+FA(k). 

 

To cope with the input constraints of the process, an 

antiwindup mechanism is implemented using an input 

constraint model that considers the input saturations. 

When the final control signal u(k) is out of its limits, this 

mechanism updates the integral term I(k) constrained 

u(k) to the exceeded limit. 

 

The mechanism is shown in (5). In addition, to ensure the 

tracking of the rest of the controllers to the final control 

signal u (k), it must be considered that the variables P 

(k), I (k) and U (k) are vector signals of seven elements, 

one for each controller of the adaptive control. As a 

result, the signal I (k) is updated in the else statement in 

such a way  the rest of the non-active controllers follow 

the final signal u (k) 

 
𝑢(𝑘) = 𝑃(𝑘) + 𝐼(𝑘) + 𝐹𝐹(𝑘) + 𝐹𝐴(𝑘) 

𝑖𝑓 𝑢(𝑘) > 𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥 
         𝐼(𝑘) = 𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑃(𝑘) − 𝐹𝐹(𝑘) − 𝐹𝐴(𝑘) 

𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑖𝑓 𝑢(𝑘) < 𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛 
        𝐼(𝑘) = 𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 𝑃(𝑘) − 𝐹𝐹(𝑘) − 𝐹𝐴(𝑘) 

𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 
        𝐼(𝑘) = 𝑢(𝑘) − 𝑃(𝑘) − 𝐹𝐹(𝑘) − 𝐹𝐴(𝑘) 

𝑒𝑛𝑑 
 

(5) 

C. Adaptive feedforward 

 

The feedforward control strategies have already been 

used in literature to control wind turbines [20, 21]. They 

are usually combined with a PID control so that the 

advantages of each one are added. The joint of both 

control signals can significantly improve the 

performance of the system in those cases in which the 

disturbance can be measured before it affects the process 

output. 
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Adaptive feedforward control is performed based on the 

seven linear models identified previously and calculated 

according to (1). Depending on wind speed 𝑣𝑤, the value 

of the gain and time constant of the dynamics 𝐺𝜔𝑔 and 

𝐺𝑑𝜔𝑔 are modified linearly and the transfer function of the 

feedforward compensation Ca(s) is updated according to 

(6). 

𝐶𝑎(𝑠) =
−𝐺𝑑𝜔𝑔(𝑠)

𝐺𝜔𝑔(𝑠)
=

−
𝐾𝑣𝑖

𝑇𝑝𝑣𝑖𝑠 + 1
𝐾𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ

𝑇𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑠 + 1

 (6) 

 

E. Controller tuning by genetic algorithms 

 
The tuning procedure of the PI controllers with fore-aft 

control is performed by means of a multi-objective genetic 

algorithm (MGA) simulating each of the seven linear 

models. The function to minimize is composed by the 

following indices in (7): integral of time-weighted absolute 

error (ITAE) and integral of absolute error (IAE) of the 

controlled variable 𝛚𝐠 ,and the cumulative variation rate 

(CVR) and ITAE of the variable xt taking as reference the 

stationary value for this last index. 

 

𝐼𝐴𝐸𝜔𝑔 = ∫ |𝝎𝒈𝒓𝒂𝒕
− 𝝎𝒈(𝑡)| 𝑑𝑡

𝑡𝑠

𝑡0

 

(7) 

𝐼𝑇𝐴𝐸𝜔𝑔 = ∫ 𝑡 |𝝎𝒈_𝒓𝒂𝒕 − 𝝎𝒈(𝑡)| 
𝑡𝑠

𝑡0

𝑑𝑡 

𝐶𝑉𝑅 𝒙𝒕
= ∫ |𝒙𝒕(𝑡𝑘) − 𝒙𝒕(𝑡𝑘−1)|  𝑑𝑡

𝑡𝑠

0

 

𝐼𝑇𝐴𝐸𝒙𝒕
= ∫ 𝑡 |𝒙𝒕(𝑡) − 𝒙𝒕()|𝑑𝑡

𝑡𝑠

0

 

 

Due to the nonlinearity of these performance indices, the 

PI tuning design that minimizes them must be formulated 

as a nonlinear optimization problem, and thus, it can be 

solved using MGA [22], [23]. The procedure is performed 

using the Global Optimization toolbox of Matlab. In each 

PI controller, there are three parameters to be tuned: Kp 

and Ti (PI controller) and Kfore_aft (ATDC). The parameter 

search range is limited from   10
-4 

to 30. For the Kp gain, 

this range is negative. The main options configured in the 

genetic algorithm are: a population size of 5000, elite 

count of 0.05 times the population size for reproduction 

with a crossover fraction of 0.8.  

 

The simulation is optimized for each linear model obtained 

as follows: a multi-objective optimization is carried out 

considering the previously mentioned indices (7), where 

the controller must maintain the nominal angular velocity 

𝛚𝐠=1173.7 rpm for wind changes of ±0.5 m/s in each 

operating point. The linear model also takes into account 

the noise model presented by the nonlinear model in the 

variable ωg y xt , obtaining a better fit. The designed cost 

function seeks to reduce the fatigue suffered by the tower 

through minimizing fore-aft displacements at the same 

time that try to maintain the turbine speed close to the 

nominal value.   

 

 

4. Simulation results 

 
In this section, the performance of the proposed 

controller is evaluated: the designed controller is 

compared to a traditional gain scheduling PI controller. 

The most common structure for this baseline controller is 

represented in Fig. 4. Proportional and integral 

parameters are defined as 𝑲𝒑=0.0188·f(β) and 

𝑲𝒊=0.00807·f(β), respectively, and f(β)=1/(1+ β/0.11), is 

the programming function of the PI controller [17]. 

 

 
Fig.4. The baseline controller structure [24] 

 
The 5 MW wind turbine is directly operated in FAST in 

Region IV, where the rated generator speed 𝝎𝒈 is 1173.7 

rpm. In order to obtain simulation data that can be 

compared, the wind turbine was operated with constant 

wind speed. In different simulations, the wind speed is set 

to have several steps changes such as 12 to 14, 14 to 16, 

16 to 18, 18 to 20, 20 to 22 and 22 to 24 m/s, 

respectively. Thus, it is possible to compare the control 

performance of both control systems for each operation 

point. 

 

The step responses are shown in Fig.5. The first plot 

shows the generator speed, the second one, the tower top 

fore-aft displacement and the last one, the pitch angle. 

 
Fig.5. Comparative control system responses to wind steps 
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The simulation results of this figure show that the designed 

controller works better than the baseline controller for all 

wind speeds. In order to perform a comparative 

quantitative analysis, the performance indices are 

calculated from the simulation data. The corresponding 

results are shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Performance index values for steps wind speeds 

(Baseline Controller BC and Gain Scheduled Controller GSC) 

 

Wind speed 

steps/Indices 
𝐈𝐀𝐄𝛚𝐠 𝐈𝐓𝐀𝐄𝛚𝐠 𝐂𝐕𝐑𝐱𝐭

 𝐈𝐓𝐀𝐄𝐱𝐭
 𝐂𝐕𝐑𝜷 

Total 
BC 8.7e3 10.1e4 7.11 2.55e3 25.6 

GSC 754.2 19.2e3 4.83 1.07e3 60.5 

12-14 

(m/s) 
BC 2.2e3 2.98e4 1.07 769.11 8.6 

GSC 181.7 2.35e3 0.85 118.68 16.0 

14-16 

(m/s) 
BC 1.5e3 1.58e4 1.06 317.95 4.8 

GSC 114.1 2.21e3 0.65 83.89 10.6 

16-18 

(m/s) 
BC 1.2e3 1.17e4 1.11 294.14 3.4 

GSC 98.5 2.54e3 0.72 128.79 8.6 

18-20 

(m/s) 
BC 1.1e3 1.16e4 1.15 395.67 2.9 

GSC 103.2 3.13e3 0.73 164.49 7.1 

20-22 

(m/s) 
BC 1.2e3 1.45e4 1.25 404.78 2.8 

GSC 120.3 4.36e3 0.81 276.47 8.6 

22-24 

(m/s) 
BC 1.3e3 1.72e4 1.34 372.39 2.7 

GSC 121.2 4.69e3 0.85 302.15 8.3 

 

All index values related to errors have been improved at 

the expense of a greater control effort 𝑪𝑽𝑹𝜷 in the 

manipulated variable (β). It is important to clarify that the 

variations of step changes in wind speed are really 

unrealistic.  However, this is a very strong requirement for 

the control system, which must overcome the rapid and 

abrupt change. In Fig.6, one of the responses to a wind 

step change is zoomed to get a better appreciation of the 

improvement of the proposed design:  there is a faster 

disturbance rejection of the wind speed improving the 

tracking of 𝛚𝐠 and fluctuations in the controlled variable 

𝐱𝐭 are smaller. 

 
Fig.6. Generator speed and fore-aft displacement to a wind speed 

step change from 20 to 22 m/s 

Next to perform a simulation with a more realistic wind 

speed profile, a stochastic wind speed has been used in 

the model. This wind has the following characteristics: a 

mean value of 17 m/s, a turbulent component with 

standard deviation of 10% and a sine component with 

amplitude of 1 m/s and period of 100 s.  

 

Fig.7 shows the simulation results using this wind speed 

profile. The first plot shows the wind speed, the second 

the generator speed, the third one the tower top fore-aft 

displacement and last one the pitch angle. 

 
Fig.7. Simulation responses with a stochastic  

wind speed profile 
 

The corresponding performance indices are collected in 

Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Performance index values for stochastic wind speeds 

(Baseline Controller BC and Gain Scheduled Controller GSC) 

 

 𝐈𝐀𝐄𝛚𝐠 𝐂𝐕𝐑𝐱𝐭
 𝐂𝐕𝐑𝜷 

BC 4.08e+04 13.14 118.76 

GSC 3.18e+03 8.89 341.09 

 

Observing the qualitative and quantitative results, the 

following can be highlighted: the proposed controller 

obtains a better 𝐶𝑉𝑅𝑥𝑡
 index value, reducing its index in 

a 32.3% compared to that of the baseline controller. With 

respect to the 𝐼𝐴𝐸𝜔𝑔 value, the designed controller 

reduces this index in a 92.2% in comparison with that 

obtained using the baseline controller.  
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Regarding the qualitative and quantitative results against 

step wind, similar conclusions can be obtained: the 

designed controller obtains a better 𝐶𝑉𝑅𝑥𝑡
 and 𝐼𝑇𝐴𝐸𝑥𝑡

 

index values, reducing such index values in a 32.06% and 

58.04%, respectively, in comparison with those of the 

baseline controller. With respect to the 𝐼𝐴𝐸𝜔𝑔  and  

𝐼𝑇𝐴𝐸𝜔𝑔 index values, the designed controller reduces 

these indices in a 91.3% and 81% respectively, compared 

to the baseline controller. 

 

5. Conclusions 

 
       An adaptive wind turbine control structure operating 

on the pitch variable in the nominal zone is developed in 

this work. The proposed control strategy mainly combines 

two control loops: the first one to maintain the wind 

turbine speed in its nominal value and the second to 

reduce the f-a tower displacements. The gain-scheduling I-

P controller with adaptive feedforward regulates the 

turbine speed by actuating on the pitch angle, and the 

active tower damping control generates an extra pitch 

control component proportional to the tower fore-aft 

velocity reducing the structural fatigue of the tower. The 

tuning procedure of the PI controllers with fore-aft control 

is performed by means of a multi-objective genetic 

algorithm seeking to minimize the tower fore-aft 

displacements and the deviation of the wind turbine speed 

from its nominal value.  

        The proposed controller is compared with a classic 

adaptive controller using different wind conditions. The 

simulation results show a significant improvement in the 

performance of the designed controller for both step and 

stochastic winds, improving the reference tracking of the 

turbine angular speed and mitigating the tower f-a 

oscillations in comparison with the baseline controller. 
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